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IPAC
Integrated Platform for Autonomic Computing
IPAC aims at delivering a middleware and service creation environment for
developing embedded, intelligent, collaborative, context-aware services in mobile
nodes in the areas of embedded, mobile and pervasive computing.
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Main Objectives
The lightweight and flexible IPAC middleware provides all
services required for the deployment and execution of
diverse applications in a collaborative nomadic
environment. These services are supported by novel
knowledge and ontology engineering
techniques,
dealing
with
IPAC will focus
interoperability, integration, and reon developing
configuration / adaptation problems
embedded,
encountered
in
contemporary
intelligent,
embedded
platforms.
Being
collaborative,
collaborative, IPAC relies on shortcontext-aware
range communications (e.g., ZigBee, services in mobile
DSRC, Bluetooth) for the ad hoc
nodes in the area
realization of dialogs between nodes.
of embedded,
Being context-aware, IPAC relies on
mobile and
pervasive
advanced sensing components thus,
computing
delivering
highly
innovative
application architecture.
IPAC is based on sophisticated information dissemination
algorithms. Specifically, it relies on rumour spreading
techniques. Rumour spreading involves the propagation of
information within a certain network. Information is ducted
only to immediate neighbours that are interested in
specific content (rumour). Therefore, IPAC incorporates
recent research advances in the area of bio-inspired
computing systems.
Mobile nodes in IPAC are specified and developed to be
non-selfish with respect to information dissemination (a
mobile incarnation of a peer-to-peer system). Specifically,
the IPAC nodes operate in a collaborative fashion in order
to diffuse contextual information and broader knowledge in
their environment. A node propagates an information
message received by another node across the network. In
case that such message appears to be usable for the
node, it can process it. An information message that is of
no interest to an IPAC node has to be forwarded across
the network for further processing. The same path is
followed for the dissemination of new applications or
application components after their development thus
contributing to the deployment and use of new embedded
applications. IPAC integrates techniques and algorithms
for energy-efficient, autonomic node behaviour, advanced
context
awareness,
embedded
service/application
modelling and efficient information dissemination.

range communications. An indicative example of
such a technology is the 802.15.4 protocol
(ZigBee) targeting to devices with low battery consumption constraints that need to continuously
transmit information.

Technical Approach
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IPAC pursues the development of a middleware
platform for embedded devices with specific characteristics. IPAC also aims at the delivery of an
application creation and runtime environment for
autonomic computing. Autonomic nodes enter in
Key Issues
the proximity of other nodes and relay relevant
IPAC develops embedded middleware technology
information in the form of “rumour spreading”.
for the realization of innovative context-aware serTarget applications include traffic management,
vices by autonomous nodes. Supported by ad-hoc
in-building guidance, industrial environment connetwork infrastructures, IPAC proceeds to the
trol, as well as crisis management. For instance,
study of situation- and context-aware services devehicles equipped with an IPAC device may forployed by numerous and mostly dynamic network
ward information to one another regarding the
groups and communities. Context-awareness alroad conditions (e.g., congestion, accidents, etc.)
lows autonomic nodes to sense and adapt to their
so as to improve circulation, and avoid potential
environment, not only at
accidents. Another potenthe network level but also
tial application domain of
at the application plane.
IPAC is road advertising,
This adaptive behaviour
or advertising in large
will be supported by
commercial centres. Indiknowledge-based methviduals in a shopping cenods and technologies, in a
tre obtain useful and timely
highly innovative manner.
information (e.g., where a
Therefore, the key
specific product may be
contribution of IPAC is a
found, discounts, special
IPAC
novel embedded middleoffers, etc) through the
ware and service proviautonomous
information
Industry
sion platform that brings
exchanging of their IPAC
considerable intelligence
devices.
to the device. None of the
The platform is suppleexisting research projects
mented by an application
or products, in the acacreation environment. Apdemic or industrial conplications may be preintext, has implemented all
stalled on the node or dethe self-CHOP characployed on demand by the
teristics (self-configuration, self-healing, self-optiuser. Nodes may be considered as sources of
mizing and self-protecting), and additionally offer
information stemming from various sensors
self-awareness and context-awareness, which are
mounted on them or from human user input. Such
of major importance in many environments. IPAC
information may be disseminated from one node
addresses all the self-CHOP requirements and
to another in the network, thus, catering for a disthus provides a solid, efficient and future-proof
tributed, autonomic information propagation platplatform.
form. In order to have meaningful and controlled
information dissemination, the spreading of inforExpected Impact
mation is governed by space-time validity rules
(directives). For instance, a message concerning
The expected impact of IPAC spreads beyond the
congestion at a crossroad would be valid for less
strict limits of the embedded devices sector. The
than one hour and within a radius of some kiloapplications developed have a profound impact on
metres.
multiple human activities. Some example applicaThe IPAC uses the Short Range Communication
tions are: road safety (through embedded sensor
(SRC) technology for achieving communication
networks both in vehicles and public roads),
between autonomic entities, thus, enhancing
manufacturing (both through quality control
bandwidth and reducing latency in the communichecks and improved feedback to the actual
cation link. Contrary to other wireless technologies
manufacturing robots), energy conservation
(e.g., GSM) SRC operates in short distances,
(through power-efficiency mechanisms for energy
thus, enabling the formation of relatively small and
consumption), monitoring of core and metropolitan
isolated communication zones. In addition, IPAC
power, targeted applications (advertising) and
explores the possibility of applying wireless sencrisis management (through the creation of ad hoc
sor network technologies for implementing shortcommunication infrastructure).
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